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Abstract. Forecasting demand is one of the biggest challenges in any
business, and the ability to make such predictions is an invaluable re-
source to a company. While difficult, predicting demand for products
should be increasingly accessible due to the volume of data collected in
businesses and the continuing advancements of machine learning mod-
els. This paper presents forecasting models for two vodka products for
an alcoholic beverage distributing company located in the United States
with the purpose of improving the company’s ability to forecast demand
for those products. The results contain exploratory data analysis to de-
termine the most important variables impacting demand, which are time
of year and customer. For each of the two products, models were built to
predict demand for three major customers. For each product/customer
combination, this paper compares time series and deep learning models
to a naive model to see if the prediction accuracy can be improved. For
five out of six products, the time series models reduced error by 2.5–
66.7% compared to the naive models. Also, for one product, a hybrid
CNN model developed for this paper outperformed the time series mod-
els by 3–10% and reduced error by 49% compared to the naive models.
1 Introduction
With the explosion of digital data in the modern world, it can be difficult for
a business to draw insights from the data they have collected. This may be
especially true for an established company that has many years worth of data
collected, but does not know where to begin in order to obtain business insights
from this data. This is the exact problem that an alcoholic beverage distribution
company presented to the researchers of this paper. The company provided their
customer data and requested any business insights that could be found.
This paper presents time series and deep learning models that forecast the
demand of two vodka products for the alcoholic beverage distribution company.
Demand forecasting was selected as the focus of the paper because, as a wholesale
product distributor, the distribution company must manage relationships with
both manufacturers and retailers, and anticipation of product demand is a vital
component of the company. Demand forecasting is one of the most important as-
pects of supply chain management since it relates to optimizing stocks, reducing
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costs, and increasing profits and customer loyalty [11]. The data provided by the
company contained many products. This paper focuses on predicting demand for
two products only, because initial data analysis showed that individual products
have very different buying patterns over time. Also, for a company with many
different products, demand will need to be known on a product-by-product basis.
To provide the company with insights, the first step was performing Ex-
ploratory Data Analysis (EDA) on the data provided. The EDA determined
which variables are most important in predicting demand. It also led to the
discovery that for a given product, each of the three major customers had dif-
ferent buying patterns. This led to the decision to build models for each prod-
uct/customer combination; six in total. For each combination, statistical time
series models and deep learning models were built, which were then compared
to a naive model to see if the developed models improve prediction ability. The
naive model was developed as an estimation of how the distribution company
could be predicting demand without using advanced modeling techniques. Each
model was run to predict 6, 12, and 23 months in the future. The models were
compared by calculating an average mean absolute error (MAE). The average
MAE was computed using a rolling window format.
There is a lot of research in the area of demand forecasting, but no research
has been done in the alcoholic beverage distribution industry. This paper aims
to provide specific insight for the distribution company and also provide gen-
eral insight for the industry. The contributions of this paper are time series and
deep learning models developed for the distribution company that forecast de-
mand better than naive models, including a hybrid convolutional neural network
(CNN) model containing an architecture that has not been employed for alcohol
demand forecasting.
The rest of the paper is presented as follows. Section 2 discusses other re-
search and work that has been done in the area of demand forecasting. Section 3
discusses the dataset provided by the alcoholic beverage distribution company,
and Section 4 presents the exploratory data analysis performed on the dataset
to find the most important features. Section 5 gives an overview of the three
types of models used in this paper: naive models, time series models, and deep
learning models. Section 6 lays out the methods used to validate the accuracy
of each model. Section 7 displays the model results and analyzes those results.
Section 8 presents the conclusions drawn from this project. Finally, Section 9
discusses future work that could be done to expand on what was accomplished
in this paper.
2 Related Work
Because forecasting product demand is such a valuable business endeavor, there
is much literature exploring predictive models and techniques in various indus-
tries. Levy and Sheflin (1985) estimated the total demand for alcoholic beverages
for the whole U.S. using related time series data from 1940–1980 [13]. In their
article they use demand theory to estimate alcohol consumption using variables
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such as personal income and beverage pricing. Although the focus of this pa-
per is seeking insights for the same industry, contemporary data (2013–2019)
was used to predict future alcohol sales. Levy and Sheflin (1985) predicted cur-
rent demand for the whole country. While they used demand theory, this paper
achieves these forecasts with both autoregressive models and neural networks,
and compares the results to determine the most effective forecasting techniques
for the alcoholic beverage industry.
While more modern models for forecasting have not been applied to the
alcohol industry, they are being applied in other industries. Bandara et al. (2019)
proposed using LSTM models on time series data to forecast demand for an e-
commerce business. In their research, they noted that previous state-of-the-art
methods, such as exponential smoothing methods and ARIMA methods, for
forecasting demand were univariate. This means that for predicting the demand
of specific product, the model only looked at historical data for that product.
In a business, specifically an e-commerce business, products in the same sub-
category/category/department are related to each other and thus have sales
patterns and demand that are correlated. As such, the authors proposed that
using historical data from related products to forecast the demand of a product
would result in better predictions. They used an LSTM model that incorporated
historical time series data of related products to forecast demand of products
on a category level and a super-department level using data from Walmart.com.
They found that their models performed better than the univariate state-of-the-
art methods currently being used [2]. Lancon et al. (2019) also used LSTM to
forecast spot pricing from Amazon Web Services (AWS) [12]. They also compared
their LSTM models to baseline ARIMA models and found that the LSTM models
performed better. This paper takes the idea from Lancon et al. to compare deep
learning models to time series models.
Machine Learning algorithms have also been applied successfully in sales
time series forecasting. However, applying machine learning methods to non-
stationary sales often yields biased results. The prediction is heavily dependent
on the assumption that historical data will be repeated in the future. Thus,
sales prediction is more of a regression problem than a time series problem,
and regression approaches often outperform time series methods [20]. In 2019,
Pavlyshenko proposed a stacking approach to build ensemble predictive models
to improve the performance of predictive models. In this approach, the prediction
results on the validation set is used as input for the next level models. The first
layer is based on the XGBoost algorithm. The algorithms for the second layer
could be a variety of choices such as linear regression, Random Forest, or Neural
Network. The results from the second layer are summed up with weights on
the third layer. Because traditional cross validation is not applicable to time
series data, the historical data is split into training and validation sets by period
splitting. An out-of-sample set which is not used in model training is used to
calculate stacking errors. Validation error and out-of-sample error are both used
to evaluate the performance of models. Based on these evaluation metrics, their
stacking model has the lowest error on both types. They concluded that the effect
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of machine learning generalization can capture the patterns in the whole set of
data and the stacked model takes into account the differences in the results of
multiple models to improve the prediction accuracy. However, while this model
averaging approach could help improve prediction accuracy, the computational
complexity is something to be considered.
Another study of note that involves deep learning forecasting was performed
by Salinas, Flunkert, and Gasthaus (2019), who used auto-regressive recurrent
networks on large amounts of time series data to generate probabilistic forecasts.
This process was called DeepAR and can be applied to demand forecasting
[22]. Using deep learning and time series models to forecast demand has been
researched in many areas, from demand forecasting to predicting the weather
[23]. This paper’s goal is to bring some of that insight to the alcoholic beverage
distribution industry.
3 Dataset
The alcoholic beverage distribution company provided a large dataset describing
customer transactions with the distributing company. This dataset was pulled
from the company’s MicroStrategy platform, where they maintain detailed trans-
action records. It was helpful to filter the records to contain purchases by 3 major
customers, located in a single city, and filtered to only liquor sales.
While upwards of 3,000 attributes and metrics are documented and stored by
the distributor, this was an unwieldy amount to pull and filter through without
intimate personal knowledge of the business. Therefore, the company contact
provided 47 attributes, consisting of those most routinely used in the business, as
well as some the company suspected might be useful in forecasting product sales.
These were fields such as customer, chain, vendor, product, product type, and
dollar sales. The target variable that was forecasted is standard cases. Standard
cases is the unit the company uses to measure sales of their liquor. A negative
value of standard cases represents a return.
The data was in the form of monthly transactions for a span of 7 years
(January 2013–November 2019), resulting in a dataset with nearly half a million
rows. Exploration of the dataset was required next to determine which features
were redundant or correlated, or useful in forecasting product demand.
4 Exploratory Data Analysis (EDA)
Predicting demand for a company with many products and customers is a large
task, particularly because different customers will have different inputs and
needs. Coming up with one model for all customers and all products may not
be accurate enough to be useful. To narrow the scope of the project, the focus
was set on predicting demand for two products for the three different customers
whose data the distribution company provided. The intent was to be able to
dig in deep for these specific products instead of having a broader, shallower
approach for the business as a whole. Exploratory data analysis was conducted
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Fig. 1. Product 1 Sales by Retail Customer
on two popular vodka products to see which attributes influence demand. These
products are referred to as Product 1 and Product 2, while the three customers
are referred to as Customer A, Customer B, and Customer C. The distribution
company requested that all of their customer information be kept anonymous so
pseudonyms were used.
4.1 Product 1
Graphing the number of cases sold from 2013–2019 by month for the top 5 most
popular vodkas revealed that some vodkas have a pretty even trend and some
have a seasonal pattern. This seasonal pattern shows large spikes in purchases
every three months: in February, May, August, and November. This seasonal
pattern for some of the vodkas is so strong that it influences the pattern of pur-
chases when all vodka products are aggregated together. For Product 1, looking
at the of the amount of cases purchased for each month aggregated together
shows that Product 1 might follow this pattern, if only slightly.
The data came from three different major chains of liquor stores, Customers
A, B, and C. These retailers buy their product from the distribution company.
Figure 1 shows the demand over time for Product 1 for each of the three cus-
tomers. The graph shows that each customer has very different buying patterns.
Customer A has been buying Product 1 over the full span of the 2013–2019 data
and their buying patterns appear to be pretty stable and consistent. Both Cus-
tomers B and C did not start buying Product 1 until around 2015. Customer B’s
sales increased but appeared to have leveled off recently. Customer C, however,
has increased rapidly over time and seems to be following an upward trend. It
also seems to have more variability than the other two customers.
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Fig. 2. Product 2 Sales by Retail Customer
4.2 Product 2
Aggregating the total purchases by month for Product 2 does not indicate any
strong seasonality in the data. All months have similar averages and spreads.
Figure 2 shows the purchases over time by customer for Product 2. The first
major observation is that Customer B has several very large spikes in sales at
the beginning of 2015 and the end of 2019. Aside from those two outliers, the
other two customers have fairly consistent buying patterns, although Customer
A stopped buying this product at the end of 2018.
4.3 Summary
Based on the exploratory analysis, a couple of variables could potentially play
an important role in predicting the sales of Products 1 and 2. The time of year
appeared to have a slight effect on the buying patterns for Product 1. A seasonal
component should be added to the models for Product 1. Separating the sales by
customer showed that each customer has different buying patterns and trends.
This justifies the need for creating separate models for each product for each
customer.
5 Forecasting Models
There are three types of models used in this study to forecast alcohol demand:
Naive models, Time Series, and Deep Learning. The naive models are described
in Section 5.1, as a baseline for how the company might currently forecast de-
mand. The statistical time series models are presented in Section 5.2, while
Section 5.3 describes the Deep Learning neural architectures that were explored.
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5.1 Naive Models
Before building time series or deep learning models, first a naive model was built
as a baseline to compare to the performance of the more advanced models. This
baseline model is a conceivable method that the alcohol distribution company
could currently use to make forecasts and manage their inventory. In this naive
model, data for each month is forecasted to be the value from the data 12
months prior; i.e. sales for June 2019 is predicted to be the sales from June 2018
and so on. One additional naive model was built that goes slightly further and
takes the average of the two years prior, so that sales from June 2019 would be
forecasted as the average of the sales from June 2017 and June 2018. These are
very simple but plausible models for a company that has not incorporated data
science techniques into their business strategy. These naive models operate as a
baseline to compare with the time series and deep learning models developed.
5.2 Time Series
Traditional time series methods were use to compare to the performance of the
naive baseline models when forecasting wholesale alcohol demand. The most
well-known time series model is ARIMA, which stands for autoregressive inte-
grated moving average. This model is an non-stationary extension of the sta-
tionary ARMA (autoregressive moving average) process. An ARIMA model is a
process with orders p, d, and q, where if the data is differenced d times it satis-
fies and ARMA(p,q) model [26]. The notation for an ARIMA model is found in
Equation 1.
φ(B)(1−B)dXt = θ(B)at (1)
To identify an appropriate ARIMA model, the Box-Jenkins approach of dif-
ferencing the data until the realization, autocorrelations, and spectral densities
appear stationary was used [19]. From there, the Akaike Information Criterion
(AIC) was employed to identify an ARMA(p,q) model, and then maximum like-
lihood estimates (MLE) were used to estimate the parameters of that model.
In addition to the popular ARIMA time series model, the more generalized
ARUMA model was utilized where appropriate. This model incorporates a sea-
sonal factor (1−Bs) to the equation above if seasonality s is observed, resulting
in the model in Equation 2.
φ(B)(1−B)d(1−Bs)Xt = θ(B)at (2)
To identify seasonality, the autocorrelations and spectral densities of the
series were plotted, and overfit factor tables to match factors of the suspected
seasonal factor were created.
Depending on the behavior of the data, deterministic Signal-plus-noise mod-
els could be appropriate. This model is of the form found in Equation 3.
Xt = st + Zt (3)
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In this equation, st is a deterministic signal and Zt is a stationary noise
component that may or may not be autocorrelated. For this study’s data, only
linear trend signals were observed, but harmonic signals can also be represented
with this model.
The final time series model built for each product was a Multiple Linear
Regression (MLR) model with correlated errors. This model incorporated ad-
ditional variables such as time, customer, and month, to create a multivariate
setting in addition to the univariate models described above. This is an extension
of a multiple regression model, but as time series data points are not expected
to be independent of one another, the model fits an ARMA model to the residu-
als to account for this correlation. The Cochrane-Orcutt procedure was used to
determine whether a linear trend was present in the data before applying this
model [1].
All of the time series methods described are traditional models that can be
found throughout literature. These have been found to be effective in forecasting,
but this paper wanted to pursue more recent developments in deep learning as
well and compare their effectiveness in the alcohol distribution industry.
5.3 Deep Learning
There are several reasons why Deep Learning methods were used in addition to
traditional time series models for this project. First, there are around 3,000 fea-
tures in the dataset with half a million rows. Feature selection done manually is
not practical. Deep Learning can automatically perform feature extraction with-
out any preprocessing [5]. Second, traditional methods like ARIMA are built
with the assumption that the series can be stationarized by differencing. If the
series does not meet this assumption, then the predictions will be of lesser qual-
ity. Sample statistics—mean, variance, co-variance—are useful as descriptors of
future behavior only if the series is stationary. In addition, accuracy is where
Deep Learning may have the greatest potential to distinguish itself from other
algorithms in many domains. Very high accuracy in the models is desired for this
real-world business application, in which even 1 percent difference could mean
millions of dollars of cost to the distribution company.
Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) are one of the most commonly used
methods on time series data. However, RNN has a few drawbacks. First, the
input must always be the same length. Also, it suffers from the vanishing gradient
problem, which means the gradient of some of the weights starts to become too
small or too large if the network is unfolded for too many time steps [8]. A type
of architecture to solve this problem is called Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM)
as shown in Figure 3. LSTM is resistant to the vanishing gradient problem and
works better with dropout. One particularly popular variant of LSTM is the
Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU). This is a simplified version of LSTM and seems
to have similar performance [9]. It has no memory cell, and is composed of only
forget and update gates.
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Fig. 3. Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) Cell [18]
Promise of Deep Learning: Neural Networks learn arbitrary mapping func-
tions from inputs to outputs. In Deep Learning, Neural Networks are used to
build deep, hierarchical models that can be exponentially more efficient at rep-
resenting some functions when compared to more “shallow” models. There are
several advantages in Deep Learning in general. Firstly, it is non-linear and
requires no strong assumptions, which makes it a good fit for problems with
complex non-linear dependencies. Secondly, during data preparation, it does not
require a scaled or stationary time series as input. In addition, it is robust to
noise in the input data. Most importantly, it handles multivariate inputs and is
capable of multi-step forecasts. Makridakis et al. published their study in 2018
on a collection of 1,045 univariate monthly time series, in which they found that
classical methods like ARIMA outperform machine learning and deep learning
methods for one-step and multi-step forecasting, based on the evaluation metric
of symmetric Mean Absolute Percentage Error (sMAPE) [14]. However, deep
learning is promising due to its capability to handle high dimensional multi-
variate inputs, which is its unique advantage over classical methods. Therefore,
this paper performed some experiments with multivariate models. Due to time
constraints, exhaustive experimentation with multivariate models was not done,
but it is worth exploring further in future work.
The specific types of deep learning algorithms all have their own unique
advantages. LSTM as a type of RNN handles the order of observations when
learning by using sequence as a new dimension. It is able to learn long-term
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Fig. 4. Neural Architectures [5]
correlations in a sequence, which is the main reason for its popularity in time
series prediction studies. On the other hand, CNN models support efficient fea-
ture learning that can help transform the data input. In conclusion, automatic
feature learning and the capability to handle high dimensional inputs distinguish
deep learning methods from traditional statistical methods.
Neural Architectures: Two types of neural architectures in a tf.keras work-
flow were utilized for this project. Those were a stacked LSTM model (including
a stacked biLSTM) and a CNN LSTM model as shown in Figure 4, which were
implemented with Keras in the TensorFlow framework [4], [5].
There are a variety of architectures in Deep Learning, perhaps only limited
by imagination. The choices of neural architectures were determined based on
literature review and preliminary experiments on a boarder range of architec-
tures. Stacked LSTM is a type of deep neural network that is commonly used in
time series regression. It can be defined as an LSTM model comprised of mul-
tiple LSTM layers. Stacking multiple recurrent hidden states potentially allows
the hidden state at each level to operate at different timescales. The depth of
the network has been found to be more important than the number of memory
cells in a given layer to model skills [5]. The depth of this architecture allows
each layer to process some part of the task and pass it to the next, as shown
10
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(a) Sequence-to-sequence (b) Sequence-to-vector
Fig. 5. RNN Architectures [9]
in Figure 5a, a sequence-to-sequence architecture. The last layer of the LSTM
produces a vector, as shown in Figure 5b, the sequence-to-vector architecture.
Previous research found that a stacked LSTM was able to learn higher-level
temporal patterns without prior knowledge of the pattern duration [16]. Stacking
several independent neural network layers to work together has also been proven
to produce better results than existing shallow structures [8].
Moreover, a Bidirectional LSTM (biLSTM) model allows learning in both
directions. Attempting both stacked LSTM and stacked biLSTM (up to three
layers of biLSTM) models resulted in the biLSTM performing better than the
LSTM. This is why biLSTM structures were used in the stacked architecture.
Various studies have reported that hybrid models such as a CNN-LSTM ar-
chitecture outperform pure CNN or LSTM models [3], [24]. Therefore, hybrid
models with this architecture were built to compare to the stacked LSTM ar-
chitecture, expecting that the CNN layer for automatic feature extraction could
help improve the performance of the models.
For all the Deep Learning models, in the final layer a multilayer perceptron
(MLP) was used as the dense layer for the output. Parts of the code used are
cited from a book and online lectures [5], [17].
With time constraints, the GRU algorithm was not tested, but it is expected
to produce similar results as LSTM with less computational complexity.
Data Preparation: For the Deep Learning approach, a lot of preparation is
required before the time series data can be used to train in a model. The time
series data was transformed into a three-dimensional structure in order to train
convolutional and LSTM neural network models. In addition, a sliding window
method was used to transform the time series into a supervised learning set-
ting [6]. For a univariate time series, for example, supervised learning means
using the first 12 months of data to predict the 13th data point. The 13th data
point becomes the y label, and the 12 previous data points are represented as
a feature vector with 12 dimensions. In this way the data is transformed to a
structure with 12 inputs and 1 output. For multiple-step prediction, the out-
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put can be greater than 1. More specifically, a customized function in Python
called windowed dataset was used to split data into window chunks. Data in
this structure can be used directly to train a simple neural network like an MLP
since it requires that the shape of the input portion of each sample be a vec-
tor. However, for the data to be usable for CNNs and LSTMs, the data needed
to be further processed into a three-dimensional structure, because the input
to every CNN and LSTM layer must be three-dimensional with samples, time
steps, and features, which can be summarized using the array shape notation
of [samples, timesteps, features]. One sequence is one sample. Several samples
make up a batch. A NumPy function called reshape() was used to achieve this
three-dimensional structure of data.
In the three-dimensional feature matrix X created, the first dimension is
the number of samples. The second dimension is the number of time steps per
sample. The last dimension specifies the number of parallel time series or the
number of variables [5]. In this study, both univariate and multivariate models
with month as an additional predictor were created.
In addition, the deep learning modeling was run with transformed data, i.e.
trend or seasonality was removed before inputting the data to the models via
differencing or similar transformations. The results showed that transforming
the data did not make the deep learning models more skillful.
Hyper-parameter Tuning for Deep Learning: The window size parameter
was determined to be 12 based on the yearly seasonality found during EDA
and the relatively small sample size. When the window is aligned to a seasonal
boundary, each window would be equally affected by any seasonality.
Learning rate is one of the most important hyper-parameters needed to be
tuned for deep learning networks. To tune the learning rate, a LearningRate-
Scheduler object using tf.keras.callbacks.LearningRateScheduler was set
up and used in the callbacks namespace and assigned that to the callback. Each
epoch allows the learning rate to change a little so that it steps all the way from
10−8 to 10−4. A Loss versus Learning Rate Curve was generated for each neural
architecture to help visualize the lowest loss point as the optimal learning rate
as shown in Figure 6. In this plot, the learning rate around 10−5 appears to be
optimal for this particular neural architecture and product combination. In this
way, the optimal learning rate for each of the models was determined.
A loss function called Huber loss was used to find the optimal learning rate.
The Huber loss is less sensitive to outliers in the data than the squared error
loss. It can be used to balance between the Mean Absolute Error, or MAE, and
the Mean Squared Error, MSE. It is therefore a good loss function for when
there are only a few outliers in the datasets which were identified during EDA
[17].
The choice of optimizer was a Stochastic gradient descent and momentum
optimizer (tf.keras.optimizers.SGD) since gradient descent with momentum
tends to works faster than the standard gradient descent algorithm. Finally, to
configure the optimal number of epochs, a grid search method was used.
12
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Fig. 6. Loss vs. Learning Rate Curve with Stacked LSTM for Product 1, Customer C
In addition to learning rate and number of epochs, there are many other
hyper-parameters to tune in order to improve the models, such as type of acti-
vation function, type of optimizer and its momentum value, dropout rate, batch
size, number of nodes and layers in the neural network. Due to time constraints
and the computational complexity, not all of these parameters were tuned in the
course of this study. However it would be worth trying given a sufficient time
budget.
6 Model Validation
In order to compare the performance of the models, a method of model validation
needed to be implemented. Section 6.1 details why MAE was used to as the
metric for model accuracy, and Section 6.2 describes the rolling window cross
validation scheme that was used for model validation.
6.1 Model Evaluation
Once all of the forecasting models were identified and created, the metric used
to validate and compare these models was Mean Absolute Error (MAE). This
loss function takes the average of the magnitude of all the errors on the test set,






|yi − yˆi| (4)
This metric does not penalize large errors as much as other metrics such as
Mean Squared Error (MSE) or Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE). It also can be
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interpreted nicely, as it is in the same units as the value being predicted, and it
simply indicates the average amount by which the predictions were off. Moreover,
MAE has been found to be a more natural measure of average error. Therefore,
inter-comparisons of average model performance error should be based on MAE
[25]. It may be more appropriate to calculate model error sensitivities using MSE
or RMSE [7], but these were not a priority in this study.
In addition, multiple methods of validation were used to simulate the different
use cases for the models. An initial method was forecasting the last 23 data
points (January 2018–November 2019) for each product, using the remainder of
the points as training data. This gave an indication of which models performed
best for different behaviors of the data. However, this scheme does not account
for possible changes in the structure of the data over the time because there is
only one estimation of the model.
6.2 Rolling Window
To solve this problem, a more reliable rolling-window cross validation scheme
was developed. The rolling window was 24 data points long and started at the
beginning of each dataset. Those 24 data points would be used to forecast either
6, 12, or 23 data points into the future. An MAE was calculated for those predic-
tions. Then the window would be shifted forward one time step and the new set
of 24 points would predict and another MAE was calculated. The window would
keep shifting until it reached the end of the dataset. All the MAEs that were
calculated were then averaged to get a total MAE for the model. This process
calculated an average MAE for each product/customer combination, for each
type of model, for a prediction horizon of 6, 12, and 23. This scheme is more
robust on testing model performances with its capability to check the stability
of the models over time [27]. However, there is a concern about this method:
picking the right size of the window for rolling window method is crucial. A
parameter search on the window size could be performed for optimization [21].
7 Results and Analysis
This section presents the results from the three types of forecasting models
created, and examines the results found. Section 7.1 first describes the forecasting
behavior of the models developed. Section 7.2 then provides detailed quantitative
results for each forecasting model, and Section 7.3 draws comparisons between
the models.
7.1 Model Behavior
Before applying the full rolling-window evaluation scheme, the behavior of the
models was examined when forecasting the last few points of each product’s
sales. While these forecasts were not used to formally evaluate the models, they
were used to investigate the characteristics of the forecasts from each model. The
14




Fig. 7. Product 1, Customer C Forecasts
behavior of the models may be a critical part of how the distribution company
will choose models for forecasting, as each model has its own explicit and implicit
assumptions [10]. The distributor should evaluate whether a candidate model has
reasonable assumptions.
For example, forecasts for Product 1 as purchased by Customer C are found
in Figure 7, for two contrasting types of models. On the top are forecasts (the
bold dotted line) from a time series Signal-plus-noise model, while the bottom
graph shows forecasts (the orange line) from a deep learning Bidirectional LSTM
model. While both of these models appear to perform well, they have very dif-
ferent characteristics. The Signal-plus-noise model propagates a deterministic
linear trend, while the LSTM trends upwards while attempting to reproduce
patterns found in the training set.
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(a) MLR with correlated errors
(b) Bidirectional LSTM
Fig. 8. Product 2, Customer C Forecasts
As another example, forecasts for Product 2 bought by Customer C are
found in Figure 8, for two different models. The top graph depicts forecasts (the
blue line) for an MLR model with correlated errors, while the bottom graph
provides forecasts (the orange line) made by another Bidirectional LSTM model.
The MLR model appears to get closer to the actual values than the LSTM
model, but the time series model may rely too heavily on the categorical month
variables included in the model. Such behavior and assumptions are important
factors to consider for the distributor, as a supplement to the quantitative metrics
presented below.
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Table 1. Product 1, Customer A: Average MAE for 24-Point Rolling Window Horizons
Model 6 mo. horizon 12 mo. horizon 23 mo. horizon
Naive 1 1.710692 1.751773 1.891908
Naive 2 1.555031 1.596631 1.751510
ARMA 1.471306 1.548560 1.670737
ARIMA (d = 1) 1.486079 1.547913 1.613743
ARUMA (s = 5) 1.755732 1.666493 1.811270
Signal-plus-noise 1.342166 1.469629 1.602031
MLR w/ correlated errors 1.758978 1.868723 1.921021
biLSTM 1.837374 2.085293 2.600941
CNN LSTM 2.159886 2.431345 3.223500
Multivariate LSTM 2.000546 3.961921 -
7.2 Model Performance
This section presents the results for all the forecasting models that were devel-
oped for each product/customer combination. In each of the tables presented,
the color of the model names indicates whether it is a Naive (pink), Time Series
(purple), or Deep Learning (blue) model. The darker green cells in the tables
highlight the best MAE obtained for each of the 6, 12, and 23 month forecasting
horizons, and the lighter green cells highlight the second best MAE found for
each horizon.
For example, in Figure 1 it was initially observed that the behavior of Product
1 bought by Customer A was fairly stable over time. From the results in Table 1, a
Signal-plus-noise model had the best results for all three forecasting horizons of 6,
12, and 23 months. This was one of the classical time series types of models. The
next best models were also traditional time series models, ARMA and ARIMA.
In addition, Table 2 shows the full results for Product 2, Customer B sales.
Figure 2 showed that the buying patterns for this product were very unstable,
as there were two very large outliers at seemingly arbitrary times. For this high
variance data, the hybrid CNN LSTM model performed best across all three
horizons, and reduced the error 3–10% more than the next best ARMA time
series model. This deep learning model may have performed best on this data
because it was able to detect non-linear relationships, while traditional methods
are limited to linear relationships.
Three additional tables are included in the Appendix, showing results for
three more product/customer combinations. Table 6 shows that a Signal-plus-
noise model greatly reduced the error for data that was consistently trending
upward, for all three forecasting horizons. Tables 4 and 5 demonstrate more
varied results, as no single model performed best for all three horizons. In these
cases, a model should be chosen based on how many values into the future need
to be forecasted.
Finally, Table 3 illustrates the results when forecasting demand for Product
2, Customer C. The buying pattern for this product was very seasonal, and each
month this retailer bought the product in similar quantities from the previous
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Table 2. Product 2, Customer B: Average MAE for 24-Point Rolling Window Horizons
Model 6 mo. horizon 12 mo. horizon 23 mo. horizon
Naive 1 8.700000 8.419149 9.616425
Naive 2 8.710220 8.372606 9.320441
ARMA 6.068292 5.646206 5.733381
ARIMA (d = 1) 8.060017 7.658063 7.931171
Signal-plus-noise 7.399033 7.603976 10.25761
MLR w/ correlated errors 8.159100 8.246929 11.07309
biLSTM 8.837178 9.322320 10.60560
CNN LSTM 5.810758 5.297931 4.773196
Multivariate LSTM 16.47646 10.70044 -
Table 3. Product 2, Customer C: Average MAE for 24-Point Rolling Window Horizons
Model 6 mo. horizon 12 mo. horizon 23 mo. horizon
Naive 1 4.576101 4.654255 5.139251
Naive 2 4.154245 4.204433 4.807548
ARMA 5.100733 5.063569 5.490468
ARIMA (d = 1) 6.441118 6.063819 6.697477
ARUMA (s = 12) 5.482179 5.291624 5.839697
Signal-plus-noise 4.982179 5.198895 5.564578
MLR w/ correlated errors 4.824322 5.321764 5.726380
biLSTM 4.795140 5.229527 5.711579
CNN LSTM 4.735278 4.886445 5.244143
Multivariate LSTM 7.101707 8.143090 -
year. Thus the second naive model, which averages the values from the two
previous years, performed best across all three forecasting horizons. Future work
could explore additional models or include more variables to try to outperform
the naive model for this product.
7.3 Model Comparison
To understand these results at a higher level, the results from the tables above
were aggregated into bar graphs, depicting the best MAE for each model type for
a given horizon. Figure 9 illustrates these aggregated results for a 6 month fore-
casting horizon. Similar graphs were produced for 12 and 23 month forecasting
horizons, found in Figures 10 and 11 in the Appendix.
Examining Figure 9, each bar represents the MAE of the best model for
each class of models, which were Naive, Time Series, and Deep Learning. In
this graph, a smaller bar represents lower error and thus a better model fit.
From the plot it can be observed that the model performance varies across the
different product/retailer combinations, but with five out of the six products at
least one of the models showed improvement over the naive model. The greatest
improvement over the naive model for this 6 month horizon came for Product 1,
Customer C, where a time series model improved the forecasting error by 51.4%,
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Fig. 9. Model Comparison for 6 Month Forecasting Horizon
meaning that it more than halved the MAE from the naive model. The smallest
improvement occurred for Product 2, Customer A, where a time series model
edged out the naive model by just 2.5%. Nevertheless, small percentages like
these could translate to considerable money saved in a large-scale distribution
setting.
For the short-term 6 month forecasts, it was observed that there were some
products where a time series model outperformed the naive models, but none of
the deep learning models did. Namely, this situation occurred for the sales of both
Products 1 and 2 to Customer A. This was surprising because of the promise of
deep learning methods. However, this may be due to most of the deep learning
models being univariate, and traditional time series models have been found to
often outperform machine learning methods in a univariate setting [14]. The
variables in the dataset that were useful for prediction were limited, so mining
for or generating additional variables that affect alcohol supply chains may have
the potential to improve the performance of these deep learning models.
Similar patterns were found for the medium- and longer-term forecasts of
12 and 23 months, found in Figures 10 and 11 in the Appendix. For both hori-
zons, improvement to the naive model was made by either a time series or deep
learning model in five of the product/retailer combinations. For 12 months of
forecasts, the smallest improvement observed was 5.2% (Product 2, Customer
A), while the smallest improvement over 23 months was an 8.6% error reduc-
tion (Product 1, Customer A). On the other hand, the largest improvement was
52.4% for 12 months and 66.7% for 23 months (both for Product 1, Customer C).
From these results, when the forecasting horizon was increased, the reduction in
error improved as well. This is assuring because, even as uncertainty increases
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when predicting farther into the future, the models showed progressively better
performance compared to naive predictions.
It should be noted that for some products, even within the same class of
model, different models actually performed best for each forecasting horizon.
The individual-level product/customer tables should be consulted to find the
best performing model for the desired horizon. However, all in all, considering
all three forecasting horizons the models achieved between a 2.5% and 66.7%
error reduction from the naive model, for the five products where improvement
was seen. It was also observed that for most products, the best time series and
best deep learning models had similar performance. The largest reductions in
error occurred for Product 1 purchased by Customer C, which had an upward
trending buying pattern.
8 Conclusions
The alcoholic beverage distribution company wanted data driven business insight
into their company. This paper was able to present them with models that can
forecast demand more accurately than a naive model for five out of the six
products. The ability to accurately forecast demand will help the distribution
company better manage their supply chain.
The biggest takeaway from the results presented above is that there is no
one model that performs best overall. Each customer for each product has their
own purchasing patterns, and one type of model does not generalize for all of
them. The best way for the distribution company to forecast demand would be
to model on the individual level and then add the predictions of multiple models
to get an overall total estimate of demand for a product or a customer.
Despite the lack of an overall best model, there were some general conclusions
that could be drawn. Classical time series models performed well overall and
were able to outperform a naive model for five of the six product/customer
combinations. Time series models performed best for stable or seasonal data
and could reduce the error up to 67% compared to the naive model. The hybrid
CNN model performed best for high variance data, reducing the error up to 49%.
For one product/customer combination, no model was able to outperform the
naive models. This data was extremely seasonal and no advanced model tested
was able to capture that as effectively as the naive models.
9 Future Work
Data analysis for the alcoholic beverage distributing company will be continued
by at least one additional data science capstone group. The models produced
in this study were specific to products and customers, so a future group could
investigate generalizing the models to a customer or product as a whole. In ad-
dition, the dataset was filtered to a particular city, so future work could research
whether these results apply across regions. Another line of analysis could be
seeing how the methods proposed here could be applied in different industries.
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Other modeling approaches could be taken to provide more insight into the
data. This project focused primarily on univariate approaches, which time series
models excel at. To harness deep learning’s ability to handle high-dimensional,
multivariate inputs, a deeper dive into multivariate models could be taken. In
addition, other hybrid approaches such as ensemble ARIMA and deep learning
models have been found to be effective for short-term predictions [8]. Multilevel
stacking models built on a combination of XGBoost models and Neural Network
models for forecasting as described in previous research could be another avenue
of investigation [20].
Beyond forecasting, an additional objective could be to implement anomaly
detection for alcoholic beverage demand. Previous research used stacked LSTM
networks for anomaly/fault detection in time series [16]. An Encoder-Decoder
scheme was also used to detect anomalies from predictable, unpredictable, pe-
riodic, aperiodic, and quasi-periodic time series [15]. Previous research has ex-
plored methods for detecting anomalies that could be built upon and applied to
the alcoholic beverage industry.
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Appendix
The tables and graphs in this section display the rest of the results for each
product/customer combination. Their contents are discussed in Section 7, but
were moved here to save space in the main body of the paper. Tables 4, 5,
and 6 present the respective MAEs for each model for Product 2 Customer A,
Product 1 Customer B, and Product 1 Customer C. Figures 10 and 11 show the
best model for each model type for 12 and 23 month horizons respectively.
Table 4. Product 2, Customer A: Average MAE for 24-Point Rolling Window Horizons
Model 6 mo. horizon 12 mo. horizon 23 mo. horizon
Naive 1 1.995556 1.941319 2.357860
Naive 2 2.336389 2.251910 2.606438
ARMA 2.171123 1.977445 2.026780
ARIMA (d = 1) 1.996195 1.979661 1.873152
Signal-plus-noise 1.941775 2.038029 2.498614
MLR w/ correlated errors 2.118729 2.161306 2.433706
biLSTM 2.494719 2.455633 2.033428
CNN LSTM 2.271335 2.259781 2.201930
Multivariate LSTM 3.649512 5.677353 -
Table 5. Product 1, Customer B: Average MAE for 24-Point Rolling Window Horizons
Model 6 mo. horizon 12 mo. horizon 23 mo. horizon
Naive 1 5.392857 5.405303 5.047431
Naive 2 5.274405 5.209470 6.042095
ARMA 3.798131 5.064172 6.763355
ARIMA (d = 1) 3.963743 4.035309 5.100716
Signal-plus-noise 4.793923 5.778166 6.385668
MLR w/ correlated errors 4.955327 5.532659 5.858596
biLSTM 3.894328 5.149653 6.595758
CNN LSTM 5.224087 4.851543 4.439607
Multivariate LSTM 6.516032 20.88898 -
Table 6. Product 1, Customer C: Average MAE for 24-Point Rolling Window Horizons
Model 6 mo. horizon 12 mo. horizon 23 mo. horizon
Naive 1 12.89062 12.82692 18.83768
Naive 2 18.79167 18.72212 23.58986
ARMA 10.26938 13.62094 19.70817
ARIMA (d = 1) 17.76884 19.47173 29.57861
Signal-plus-noise 6.245323 6.105684 6.279858
MLR w/ correlated errors 6.840409 7.020570 6.659496
biLSTM 8.726529 10.31896 13.87718
CNN LSTM 7.534186 8.523174 10.70080
Multivariate LSTM 9.490489 23.44610 -
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Fig. 10. Model Comparison for 12 Month Forecasting Horizon
Fig. 11. Model Comparison for 23 Month Forecasting Horizon
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